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USSR admits shootingdown plane; blames OS
The Soviet Union, just minutes after
the United States brought "definitive
proof" before the world community,
admitted officially yesterday for the
first time that it shot down a South
Korean jetliner.
But the Soviets said their interceptor pilots were convinced the civilian
Boeing 747 was a U.S. spy ,plane, and
the "entire ^esponsibility • for the
tragedy rests with the United States.
The Kremlin continued to claim the
Korean Jet may, indeed, have been
flying an intelligence mission for the
United States and issued a blunt
warning: The Soviet air force acted in
accordance with Soviet law and would
do the same again.

It was,"» lengthy, gran and obviously pre-planned violation of the
airspace of file Soviet Union," Soviet
Ambassador Oleg A. Troyanovsky
alleged at the U.N. Security Council.
In Washington, Undersecretary of
State Lawrence Eagleburger demanded a full accounting of the tragedy from Moscow.
"The world community still need
straight answers," he said in a
statement. "We are tired of lies and
half-truths."
The Soviet admission came six days
after Korean Air Lines Flight 007 was
downed over the Sea of Japan after
crossing into Soviet territory on a
flight from New York to Seoul, South

Korea. All 269 people aboard were had been forced to make the admiskilled.
sion because "the definitive proof was
Before yesterday, official Soviet finally put on the record for the whole
statements had either ignored or re- world to see."
jected U.S., Japanese and South KoWhile the U.N. council debated posrean reports that the giant Jetliner sible international sanctions, the govwas destroyed by a heat-seeking mis- erning body of the International
sile fired by a Soviet fighter-intercep- Federation of Airline Pilots' Associator.
tions, meeting in Britain, called for a
But less than an hour after U.S. 60-day ban on flights to Moscow to
Ambassador Jeane J. Kirkpatrick demonstrate "revulsion" at the Sopresented tapes of the Soviet pilots' viet action.
radio conversations to the Security
That retaliatory step is expected to
Council, the Soviet government be limited, however, since many govstatement admitting the plane was ernments may not allow their pilots to
shot down was read on the Moscow comply.
nightly television news.
Any Security Council vote to adopt
Kirkpatrick later said the Soviets sanctions against the Soviet Union is

sure to be vetoed. But Kirkpatrick
said it was conceivable the Soviets
would accept a resolution dealing
with methods to prevent a repetition
of such incidents.
Japanese officials said their military forces provided the tape of the
Soviet pilots' radio transmissions,
part of which was broadcast Monday
night in President Reagan's nationally televised speech. Russian and
English-translation transcripts of the
tape were shown on five video terminals in the Security Council chamber.
The recorded radio transmissions
showed that at least one of the Soviet
fighter pilots pursuing the bis commercial jet closed in and reported, "I

am going around it. I'm already moving Si front of the target"
Then he said: "I am dropping back.
Now I will try a rocket."
A short time later the pilot of what
the United States said was a Su-15
pursuit plane reported: "I have executed the launch... the target is destroyed."
Kirkpatrick said: "Perhaps the
most shocking fact learned from the
transcript" was that "at no point did
the pilots raise the question of the
identity of the target aircraft." She
called it a "shocking disregard for
human life and international norms."
by The Associated Press
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Stormy Scenes

bg news/Potrck Sondor

Yesterday's late afternoon thunderstorm created contrasting scenes of fun and danger yesterday as i
in the photos above. At left, Linda Cuellar, freshman business major, slides in mud located behind
Founders dormitory on the University campus, as a bunch of less brave onlookers watch. At right, residents

of M. Enterprise St. in the town of Bowling Green, gaze In disbelief at the results of the powerful
storm which caused a tree to be knocked across the corner of North Enterprise and Pike streets, blocking
traffic for several hours.

Six faculty members honored for excellence by CJSG
by Janet Boyer
staff reporter

Six University faculty members
were honored for excellence in teaching by the Undergraduate Student
Government when they received the
Faculty Excellence Award during the
University's opening day ceremonies
Friday, Aug. 26, in the Grand Ballroom.
This year's award winner from the
College of Musical Arts was Anna
Bognar, an assistant professor of mu-

sic education. Bognar, a I960 winner
of the award, earned her bachelor's
degree from Oklahoma State University and her master's degree from
Bowling Green State University.
Sharing the award for the College of
Education, were Dr. Kathleen Campbell and Dr. William Speer.
Campbell, an associate professor of
home economics, is an expert in the
area of two-career families.
Speer, an associate professor of
educational curriculum and instruction, earned his bachelor's and mas-

ter's degree from Northern Illinois
University and his doctoral degree
from Kent State University. He also
received an Excellence in Teaching
Award while serving as a graduate
assistant at Kent State.
RECEIVING the award for the College of Health and Community Services was Janis Fisher, director of the
medical records administration program. Fisher joined the University's
faculty in 1979 to become the director
of the medical records program, fine

Alumnus sentenced
From staff
and wire reports

The managing partner of the nowbankrupt Bell Beck with stock brokerage firm, a University alumnus, was
sentenced yesterday to 25 years in
prison by a federal Judge.
U.S. District Judge Nicholas
Walinski sentenced Edward Wolfram
Jr., a 1963 graduate, in the nation's
largest stock brokerage failure.
The sentence was the maximum for
the four counts of securities fraud and
one count of falsifying a report to a
federal agency.
Wolfram is a member of the President's club, an organization which
recognizes persons who are outstanding financial contributors at the University, James Hodge, Director of
Developmental, Alumni and Development, said.
In sentencing Wolfram, the Judge

said Wolfram's crime had a serious
on the community and "has
I the court in a,r
position It has never
mtaJSyears. ^
DEFENSE LAWYERS requested,
and Walinksi recornmended, that
Wolfram be confined at a federal
prison camp in Florida.
Wolfram, 54, will remain free on
bond until Sept 30, court officials
said.
Wolfram has admitted playing a
role in tile mishandling of $47 million
of the Bell 4 Beckwith firm's assets.
He has maintained he acted alone.
Bell fc Beckwith was closed by
federal investigators Feb. 7 after the
VS. Securities and Exchange Commission and the New York Stock
Exchange learned the brokerage had
secured debts with assets that were
wildly overvalued or didn't exist.
A federal receiver was appointed to

-the bottom line-

oversee liquidation of the firm's assets to satisfy debts.
Among violations cited by SEC officials, Wolfram oversaw six accounts
held in the name of his wife that had a
total debt of more than $40 million
with valid collateral totaling only
■bout $5 million,
AMONG THE collateral that
backed the debit were 2,816 shares of
stock in the Japanese firm Toto Ltd.,
which SEC officials said Bell 4 Beckwith valued at $278 million but actually was worth only $9,068.
After the SEC discovered the shortages. Wolfram and his wife agreed to
transfer their personal assets to the
brokerage house. Among those assets
was a majority interest in the Landmark hotel in Las Vegas, Nev., a 497room complex that included a casino.
The property was purchased for $12.8
million in 1978 from the estate of
billionaire recluse Howard Hughes.
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•Clean up efforts continue followins yesterday's storm. Page 3.
•Members of Faculty Senate met
yesterday to revamp the Universrty Mission. Page 4.

Mostly sunny and humid today with a high in the low 80s.
Clear tonight. Low around 50.

has a bachelor's degree from Ohio
State University.
Dr. Robert Goodwin, professor of
was the winner in the
ge of Arts and Sciences. He
the staff in 1961 after earning
_ master's degree from Fordham
University and his doctoral degree
from Georgetown University.
Dr. William Hoskins, professor of
marketing, was the College of Business Administration's recipient. Hoskins earned his bachelor's degree
from the University of Washington

and his master's and doctoral degrees
from Indiana University. He has
taught at the University for 17 years
ana is the director of the University's
International Programs in Business.

cause students nominate the professors who receive the award, she said.
The teachers are selected because of
the deep concern they express toward
the students, she added.

The award, which is presented annually, is designed to recognize faculty members who have
demonstrated excellence in teaching
and counseling, Karen Washbush, Undergraduate Student Government
vice president said.
It differs from other awards be-

According to Washbush, over 5,000
nomination forms were randomly
sent to undergraduates in order to
receive this year's nominees. From
those returned, a committee selected
five faculty members from each college to interview before the winners
were named, she said.

Seeking new students

Minority recruitment difficult
by Monica OTOH
staff reporter

Minority recruitment to the University is a special concern because of
traditionally small numbers of minorities who are admitted to institutions of higher learning, according to
recruitment advisers.
Barry. Britter, coordinator of recruitment and admissions in the Student Development Program, defined
a minority student as one who comes
from a low sodoeconomic class, an
area of high unemployment and low
mortality rate, and who has a great
chance of having a violent crime
committed against him. He said this
includes blacks, Hispanics, Asians
and whites.
"We're not a black program; we're
not a brown program," Britter said.
Minority students are served special attention, "because these individuals have the least opportunity to take
part in the 'American Dream,' so to
apeak," Britter said.
"We go to the major metropolitan
areas in the state of Ohio and recruit
minorities," he said. Recruitment is
centered at areas of highest concentration of students.
AT HIGH school visitations, prospective students are told about the

University, about the Student Devel"We have found that the best way is
opment Program, minority student to go to their homes and speak with
activities and financial aid.
the parents - make them an integral
"I like to think we... develop stu- part of the process," Vadillo said.
dents who otherwise would not have 'The cultures are different. Parents
the probability or chance to succeed want to be sure their daughters are
(in college)." Britter said.
going to be taken care of and that
ACT and SAT scores are not, their sons have a decent place to
according to Britter, "ironclad pre- live."
dictors of success" in students.
He cited examples of students with
Although Latino students admitted
below average test scores who were to the University do not have a lanconsistently good students throughout guage barrier, Vadillo said often tbeir
college. A disadvantage in early edu- parents do not speak English and
cational opportunities for minorities desire translation.
makes it ''ludicrous to think they
should compete the same," when it
Britter and Vadillo both named
comes to pre-college testing, Britter several problems with attracting misaid.
nority students to the University. Vadillo said student activities are
A special concern for recruitment is geared to the average student. Britter
with Latino students. Manuel Vadillo. said there are "few remnants of miHispanic counselor/recruiter, cited nority culture" in Bowling Green,
several problems dealing with cultu- which has a "conservative reputaral and language differences.
Tfaere is no black community in
"THE RECRUITMENT of Latino Bowling Green, Britter said, adding,
students is slow because seldom do we "you have to leave town to worship
And large packets' (of students),"
Vadillo said. "The problem is recruitment requires money, and to recruit
To bis knowledge, Britter said there
Latinos requires a lot of money be- is no University quota for recruiting
cause we have to go to rural areas." minorities but they are looking for
Vadillo added mis often has to be "as many quality students as possidone on a one-to-one basis.
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editorial

The
draft,
a
low
price
to
pay
Housing bungle
reoccurs this fall

Every year the administration "overadmits" because
many prospective students choose not to attend the
University or drop out within the first few weeks.
Thanks to this well thought out admissions policy, 30
lounges intended for leisure and activity in the 21 residence
halls are now "home" for many students. This does not
include those independent students who have been conveniently housed in greek units.
There were about 500 additional students requesting dormitory housing who were also conveniently located elsewhere
this semster - off campus. Administration says there might
be room for those wishing to move on in the spring, if they
can get out of a lease once the lounges are evacuated and
dormitory rooms are still available.
We realize it is hard for the administration to predict
accurately just how many of those prospective students will
attend the University and how many continuing students will
wish to remain living on campus before the final admissions
date is finalized. But we recall the administration telling us
after the overhousing problem in 1980 it would not happen
again.
If they can not insure this, then why do they insist all
students reside on campus for two years, especially when
some of us would prefer not to?
Living in a lounge is probably not a huge inconvenience for
those residing in them. Most of them are rather spacious,
even for three or more people. But what about the rest of the
students on the floor who have been deprived of their lounge
rights? Even if a study lounge on the floor has been converted
into a leisure lounge, that is one less place for them to study.
In the long run this semester it seems like all of us are
paying the University massive amounts to either conveniently house us or to inconvenience us.

When velcro prices fall
country goes bankrupt
• I met a man the other day who has a
very interesting job. He renegotiates
loans for Third World countries. A
loan renegotiator is not to be confused
with someone who gets a nation a loan
or collects one. He goes to work after
a country has the loan and can't pay it
back.
We shall call the man Jean Valjean,
and he works for the Credit Bearnaise. He told me, ''A loan renegotiator is the most important figure in the
banking world today. Without him the
monetary system would go under."
"How do you renegotiate a loan?"I
inquired.
You renegotiate a loan by not
eying it. The service you perform is
come up with a legitimate reason
why a country cannot repay a loan to
a foreign bank,"
"Does it have to be a good reason?"
"Of course it has to be a good
reason. Everyone knows long before
the payment date that the Third
World country can't pay its debt. But
you still have to go through the ceremony of pretending it's a surprise to
all parties."
"Could you give me an example of
how you renegotiate a loan?"
"At the moment I just renegotiated
a loan for the South American country
of Santa Busta. Sant Busta is a Third
World country that owes $1 billion to a
consortium of Western banks."
"Why did the banks loan her that
kind of money?"
"Because she was willing to pay 2
percent more for the loans than other
countries. Besides, at the time, Santa
Busta was getting $4 a pound for
mining raw velcro, its only natural
resource."
"What did Santa Busta do with the
billion dollars?"
"Some of it went for roads, some of
it went for Mercedes Benzes, some of
it for scotch whiskey, some of it went
to pay for tear gas, and quite a bit of it
wound up in numbered Swiss bank
accounts belonging to Santa Busta
politicians in power."

"Okay, so the money was well
spent. Why can't they pay it back?"
"Last year the price of raw Velcro
tumbled to 10 cents a pound and the
country went bankrupt."
"So that's when you were called in
to renegotiate the loan?"
"Right. Both Santa Busta and the
consortium of banks asked me to
come up with a plan that could justify
them not paying the loan back. I
talked Santa Busta's leading families
into announcing a tough austerity
program, which they were more than
nappy to do, since most of them live in
Florida. Then I went to the banks with
the austerity program, and asked
them to renegotiate the loan by not
demanding principal for seven years.
The banks accepted this providing
Santa Busta pay interest on the loan.
"Where could Santa Busta get the
money to pay the interest?"
"I persuaded the consortium to loan
Santa Busta the funds to meet the
interest payments."
"Why would they do that if the
country was bankrupt?"
"The consortium had to do it so they
could keep the Santa Busta debt on
their books as a viable loan. If Santa
Busta couldn't pay the interest, the
banks would have to tell their stockholders that a major loan client was in
default, and then everyone would be
in the soup. As far as the banks were
concerned it was just an accounting
transaction. They put the interest
money they loaned to Santa Busta in
one computer and transferred it to
another computer in the same office.
Now everyone can be relaxed until the
loan comes up for renegotiation ant
year."
"I can now see the value of what
you do. What do you get paid for this
sort of thing?"
"A nice percentage of the loan,
which the banks are only too happy to
pay anyone for getting them off the
financial hook."

As thousands of students more or
less enthusiastically exchange their
shorts and shades for books and lectures, half of them will be subjected to
the newest in a long list of petty
inquiries by financial aid departments. They not only want to know
student and parental income, they
now also want to know if the student
has registered for the draft. No registration means no federal financial
aid, and for many students no federal
aid means no college. A federal district court judge has ruled that the
requirement is unconstitutional, but
that is one federal district among
many, and his ruling is not binding
upon other districts. Some colleges
and universities have tried to provide
financial aid to non-registered students, but this unfairly shifts already
scarce funds from equally deserving
registered students to unregistered
students, whether they were unregistered because of a conscientious objection to war, carelessness, or even
sheer perversity. Lurking behind this
bureaucratic entanglement lies a far
more important issue. Is it better to
have an all volunteer military or a
conscripted one?

They want to communicate with
eomeone from the world outtlde

their cell; and to thlt mod, a*k that
we pmbllab their addreaee* and pertonal Information about them.
We keep a file of theme letter*
lotead of printing the addreaaem. If
you arm lateramtad In writing to onm
of the Incarcerated people who haa
contacted a*, you can come Into our
office at 106 Untvonlty Hall and aak
to mam the letter file or call and Ml to
apeak with the editorial editor.

Julkt Thornton

Managing Editor
AMI.

King's 'Dream' speech 'genius'
Martin Luther King Jr. was the
greatest orator of modern times.
Where Churchill growled, King sang.
No one has been able to replace him in
this respect, as in so many others.
Jesse Jackson's antiphonal use of
alliterative slogans is a kind of disco
version of the old Baptist sermon. But
King raised that form to a level of
political artistry unmatched since
Lincoln's second inaugural address.
King's greatest speech was the one
whose 20th anniversary we celebrated
last month, his "I have a dream"
speech from the 1963 march on Washington. The magic of the man's delivery makes us hear his every rhythm,
each inflection, when we look at the
mere words on a page. It is a score
that calls for the composer's own
performance. But King's vocal skill
can distract us from a realization of
the speech's literary genius, simply
as a text. And television, by showing
us short clips of the talk's high points,
makes us forget its large weave ana
musical logic.
The main achievement of the
speech is to create a geography of the
spirit, fusing two great image sys-

AMI.

Copy Editor

Doboroh Schtnook

Managing Editor Carolyn Von Scholk

AMI.

Copy Editor

Rita Faranox

Tom Hltak

Now* Editor

Mlchool D. Towl*

Muik Editor

Fati Mlltor

tems, that of the Bible and that of
America's frontier. The Psalms and
the prophets chart an interior landscape that echoes the outer world's vajleys of despair, green pastures of
repose, the rock of refuge, the rivers
of righteousness, the mountains of
eternity. This is the rhetoric King
draws on in the first half of his
speech:
"Now is the time to rise from the
dark and desolate valley of segregation to the sunlit path of racial Justice.
Now is the time to lift our nation from
the quicksands of racial injustice to
the solid rock of brotherhood."
King points his auditors toward
"the high plain of dignity and discipline," to ''the majestic heights" of
non-violence. He asks them to "hew
out of the mountain of despair a stone
of hope."
This part of the speech sweeps up to
the grand scriptural vison of exalted
valleys and humbled mountains. But
then King looks at America's real
geography of repression, "The motels
and the highways, and the hotels of
the city... the narrow jails." Yet he
says that even "the red hills of

Georgia" can be transformed. "Even
the state of Mississippi... sweltering
in the heat of oppression, will be
transformed into an oasis of freedom
and justice."
To prove that this is possible, King
merges the scriptural vision with
America's dream, expressed in the
sons "My Country Tis of Thee." Our
land's vast space has always been a
call to free the spirit from its narrow
confines. That is the way King interprets the end of the song's first
stanza: "From every mountainside
let freedom ring." He takes us from
height to height, westward across the
country, opening new vistas of hope,
pursuing the free frontier dream:
"Let freedom ring from the prodigious hilltops of New Hampshire. .. from the mighty mountains of New
York... fron the heightening Allegbenies of Pennsylvania... from the
snowcapped Rockies of Colorado. .. from the curvaceous slopes of
California."
It is the mark of the real artist to top
himself, to go beyond the expected
climax. So, having called up all of
America's historical yearning out-

Editorial Editor
AMI.

Sport. Editor

Grophict Editor

Footuro Editor

Scott R. Corpontar

Chiof Photogrophon

Student Adv. Mgr

Corg. E. Sir* jr.

Productton Svparvkwr

ward for freedom, Dr. King swings
that vision back around, brings it to
bear on the geography of oppression.
The American dream will only be
fulfilled if we find the real, the spiritual frontier wherever, in our midst,
is want and oppression: "So let freedom ring from Stone Mountain in
Georgia... from Lookout Mountain
of Tennessee... from every hill and
molehill of Mississippi, from every
mountainside."
Dr. King's genius was his ability to
evoke the best in us, to remind us
what America means, to like that with
the longer hopes of historical peoples,
with the whole religious literature of
liberation. He was the patriot rebel
and the orthodox dissenter. He said in
his speech that his dream was
"deeply rooted in the American
dream." We can see, now, how reversible that formula is - the America's finest aspirations, if they are to
be achieved, must be rooted in his
dream.
Gary Wills is a columnist for the
United Press Syndicate.

"respond"

Editorial about Soviets
shows objective view
Congratulations to BG News tor
your editorial on the Korean Airline
incident. I'm glad to see at least one
newspaper has the common sense to
look beyond Reagan's anti-communist rhetoric and take an objective
look at both sides of the issue. There's
no doubt that the incident was very

unfortunate, but for Reagan to imply
that only an "uncivilized* nation like
the Soviet Union could murder, while
the U.S. Government is a peace loving
Government deeply committed to human rights is absurd. The U.S. Government has historically supported
any government, no matter tow repressive it is to its own citizens, as
long as the government is anti-communist - South Africa, Nicaragua and
Chile, for example. The KGB is no
worse than the CIA when it comes to

"protecting national security." On a
final note, all this talk about a massacre and cold-blooded killing of unarmed civilians reminds me of a
similar massacre 131/2 years ago - at
Kent State. Sure, that was only four
instead of 389, but cold-blooded murder Is still murder, regardless of the
number of victims.
RobfKl Wagnar
824 Sixth St.

The BG News Opinion Page is the
forum for comments rearticles in The News or
it issues concerning the
University and Its community.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
1M University Hall

by T. Downing and T. Cleary

VK*I Rolnhort

Erin Etmont

Spom Editor

Kenneth York, a columnist for me
News, is a graduate student in industrial psychology.

There was a time not so long ago
when men went enthusiastically off to
war, captivated by the opportunity for
glory. But that enthusiasm has been
weakened by the reality of war as it
was brought into our homes, invading
our dinner hour with box scores of the
day's killed, wounded and missing in
action. The supposed glamour of the
military has been tarnished by videotaped news reports of burned villages,
defoliated forests and protective reactive strikes. Going off to war is no
longer an occassion for parades and

Clear Views

Copy Editor

poor were able to make a living dying
Br the rich.
-■'■*•«■
Conversely, an all-volunteer military relieves many of us of the burden
of having to defend our country. Since
this is a burden that we impose upon
ourselves perhaps there would be
some advantage in having everyone
equally committed to a period of
national sevice, in peacetime as well
as tawriods of military conflict. The
benefits of citizenship in this country
are great but easily lost. Would a
routed period of national service be
too great a price to pay? All rights
incur obligations,,all benefits demand
responsibilities. To forsake this obligation may make us less appreciative
of the value of freedom, the justice in
self government and the blessings of
liberty. Compared to the obligation
we owe, registration as a requirement
for receiving federal financial aid is
indeed a small price to pay.

Short Cuts

Art Buchwald is a columnist for the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

IH BG NEWS

Editor

The attractiveness of an all-volunteer military cannot be ignored. No
one in the military is there by the
government's coercive power; they
all knew the risks when they joined
the service. One result of such a

policy is that the class and ethnic
make-up of the military does not
mirror the population as a whole, the
military being composed of more
minorities and members of lower
sodoeconomic classes. While there is
no evidence that our military is less
than optimally effective, history has
shown that there is some risk in
depending upon an army composed of
the disaffected or opprctssed in the
society. Their enthusiasm for defending a homeland they may see as
unconcerned with their problems may
be less than that of more successful
citizens who have more to lose. Historians illustrate the instability of drawing recruits from the lower classes by
the example of ancient Rome. Initially, the military was made up only
of citizens of Rome itself who owned a
certain amount of property. Over
time the quality of the army declined
as members of the empire living in
the provinces were allowed to serve,
and wealthy citizens were allowed to
purchase exemption from service or
induce others to serve in their places,
the first time in history where the

If emotional reaction to the issue
can be temporarily banished, a rational assessment of registration can be
made. We could have registration, yet
never have a draft. Peace is always a
possibility. Keeping a current list of
those eligible for the draft is rather
like keeping a loaded gun in your
house - it is preparing for the worst.
The theory of deterrence applies
equally well to MX missiles and draft
registration: no one dares attack an
enemy that is well prepared to defend
itself; disarmament is no guarantee
of security. Having registration notifies our foes and reassures our friends
that if a war were to break out, the
government would be able to get men
orn their homes to the battlefield in
short order, and efficiency is always a
good thing...

Prisoners seek pen pals
From time to time the Newt receive* letter* from people who are
aervlng time In prlaon mod are Interetted In writing to pen pale.
The letter* carry a common theme
of lonellnea*. The writer* deacrlbe
themtelve* In the letter* and mention tome of their pamttlmem la an
attempt to generate Intereat.

celebration, but of fear and horror.
Despite George Washington's wise
advice to avoid foreign entangle
ments, the obligations of a superpower have caused the United States
to station troops in 120 nations, operating radar stations, contributing a
military presence, or serving as a
buffer zone between traditional enemies (and sometimes being shot at
from both sides, certainly an operational definition of a thankless task).
Yet all of these tasks are held to fall
under a highly elastic definition of
providing for the common defense.
And it is toward this goal that the
government has the power of conscription, the power to coerce men to
fight in a war to achieve military
objectives that may seem far removed from the cause of peace or
national defense.
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Changes: Vice presidents outlind goals
by Nancy K55F
staff reporter
During the summer months,
changes were made in the adminstratton that created new administrative
posts and appointed some new people
to old positions. Bach new vice president has ideas about their position at
the University and what ne or she
shall do with it.
Dr. Mary Edmonds, vice president
of student affairs, said the change to
vice president from dean of students
was a wise step for Olscamp to make.
"It gives us direct access to the top.
We don't have to go through a chain of
command," Edmonds said.

Edmonds is newly appointed to the
being the former dean of the
ge of Health and Community
s. She says she hopes to provide more services to students during
the course of the year.
"OUR CONCERNS" encompass every aspect of student life when that
student is not in class," Edmonds
said.
Edmonds said during this academic
year she would like to go to residence
halls, work on the professional development of the staff, promote better
understanding between students and
look into computerizing their information systems.

Dorm reputations may improve
by Geoffrey Barnard
reporter

technology major, RA, and fouryear resident of Rodgers, explains:
"Overall, better behavior can be
For those acquainted with Rodg- expected because guys really don't
ers and Founders, a trip through like to act up, or make themselves
one of the residence halls will re- out to be a Jerk around females.
"I believe the addition of feveal some cosmetic changes.
Rodgers received a fresh coat of males. .. will put a little bit of
paint, and the carpets have been respectability back into the name
'Rodgers.'"
thoroughly cleaned. Founders, in
The addition of males is expected
addition to receiving summer
cleaning, is having locks on the to help Founder's reputation as
lower floors changed for mainte- well. Men are expected to abolish
its cloistered image.
nance purposes.
A third year resident and RA in
More of a drastic change, however, may be the atmosphere and Founders, Cathy Clement, junior
reputation changes these formerly social work major, said ■ the
vault' (had) a negative connotasingle-sex halls have undergone
tion. It was a good learning experisince going co-ed.
Both halls had been single-sex ence then... when it was all
female."
since their inception in 1956. RodgFOR RETURNING residents of
ers now houses 258 men and 309
Founders and Rodgers, having the
women, while 367 men and 611
opposite sex sharing facilities has
women now inhabit Founders.
been a strange, new experience.
liable to change is the reputation
"It's neat learning how
Rodgers had acquired for being
men... think a little bit differently
about some things," Clement said,
Damn Dill, Junior RTVF major,
"it's closer to the real world."
three year resident and currently a
"It is going to take some big
resident adviser in Rodgers describes the hall as having Men "a adjusting?' Brown said regarding
Rodgers. "I've gotten comments
place where freshmen guys would
come and have a good time. It's from a lot of fellas, and they still
had the nickname the zoo' for cant believe it's happening. All
those girls turning our courtyard
quite a few years. It was rowdy."
into a beach causes more procrastination than anything mat has
THE INTRODUCTION
of women
1
happened
at Rodgers for the longis expected to have a softening
effect on the hall's previous rowdiThe co-ed residence halls, from
ness, and the campus-wide reputainitial reactions, hold great promtion is expected to fade.
ise.
Troy Brown, senior construction

Another thing Edmonds said was on
her list of projects is to produce a
student manual that will list all of the
student services available.
"The brochures we have now from
various services are very good, but
the students should have just one
manual they can flip open that lists
everything/' Edmonds said.
Dr. Eloue Clark, newly appointed
to vice president of academic affairs,
says she has no particular goals at
this point, but says she will formulate
some during the course of the year.
"I'm brand new here, I've only been
here two weeks," Clark said. "I've
got to get used to the position and
familiarize myself."

CLARK SAID she hopes to provide
academic leadership for the University faculty and "enhance the academic life of the campus."
Another interest Clark said she has
is in improving the research capabilites of&culty.

president now and it helps improve
communication," Eakin said. He
added now all the vice presidents
have offices in the president's suite at
McFall Center, so immediate access
is possible.

"A great deal of learning comes
from nuliarrh and I would like to aid
the facility in doing this," she said.

Eakin also has new duties. Besides
working on the University budget,
other offices report to him, such as
admissions, the registrar, payroll and
the business office.

Dr. Richard Eakin's Job description
has been changed from vice provost
to vice president of planning and
budgeting.
"TUs means I report directly to the

IN ADDITION, a new office, the
administrative staff office, is a responsiblity of Eakin's. This office
provides services to the University's

contract employees, who have never
had a personnel office before.
The vice president of operations.
Dr. Karl Vogt, was placed In the post
after George Postich left. Vogt was
interim vice president of academic
affairs, and before that, dean of the
College of Business Adminstration.
Vogt said one of Us priorities is
personnel. He said he wants classified
employees to enjoy their Jobs at the
University and his plans to make
their Jobs easier, by providing flexible
hours and discontinuing the use of
time cards. He added be thinks employees should be rewarded for good
ideas that Improve service to the
University.

College guide rates Ohio better this year
(AP) -Edward Fiske, who stirred
up controversy last year when he
wrote "The New York Times Selective Guide to Colleges," found more to
like in Ohio colleges with this year's
guidebook.
"We think our rating this year is
fair. Last year we didn't feel that
way," Charles Pollock, public relations director for Ohio Wesley an University, one of the schools upgraded in
the new guide, said.
Ohio schools generally drew lackluster ratings last year. The exceptions were Oberlin College, which
drew five stars out of five for academics, and Kenyor, College and Ohio
State University, which got four stars
in that category.

Schools also were rated for social
life and quality of life.
Ohio Wesleyan and the University
of Dayton didn't fare as well, with
both netting only two stars for academics and a few snide remarks
about party atmospheres.
"The administration at Ohio Wesleyan says that it is looking for students 'interested in a wide range of
non-academic options.' but it seems to
have collected a student body interested mainly in a good time," last
year's guide, said.
TUB YEAR, the guide is more
kind, saying: "Ohio Wesleyan has
traditionally ranked as one of the
better liberal arts colleges in the

Middle West." And Ohio Wesleyan
picked up an extra star in the academic category.
"We wrote to him and pointed out
that a great deal of important information had been overlooked," Pollock said, explaining the university's
strategy for upgrading its rating.
Ohio Wesleyan President Thomas
Wenzlau encouraged Fiske to "gather
more data on campus." Fiske did
visit the school last winter, while
doing unrelated research in central
Ohio.
Pollock said the new evaluation
isn't necessarily the result of a good
public relations Job.
"There's a different mindset in the
student body, and I think, as Fiske

says, the institution has done a great
deal in the last two years toward
striking a better balance between
academics and social life," Pollock
said.
Richtrd Ferguson, spokesman for
the University of Dayton, said he
wrote to Fiske after the first edition,
pointing out discrepancies between
questionnaires students filled out for
the book and the finished profile,
among other things.
For his effort, Dayton received an
extra star in academics this year.
"Rather than overreacting, we
thought we should zero in on a particular area, like academics. Apparently, it paid off," he said.

Thunderstorms cause damage, power outages
Yesterday's thunderstorms wreaked
havoc on most of northcentral Ohio
causing widespread power outages
and damage to trees and property.
The city of Bowling Green ana the
University were no exception as high
winds and a steady downpour left the
area without power for the greater
part of the evening with several areas
not being restored at press time.
Jeanne Rife, a spokesperson for

Toledo Edison, reported a great many
of their 319,000 customers experienced power outages during the evening. She added some areas were
more greatly affected than others.
Mayor Bruce Bellard told council at
their meeting last evening that poles
from Poe Road to Van Camp Road
were down. He said the first priority
was to get all the trees ana fallen
limbs out of the wires. He also said a

good number of large trees had fallen
on the east side of town.
City Manager Wes Hoffman said
there were about 29 places where
lines were down. He reported it would
be a while before smaller areas got
attention.
He also said cleanup would be hampered because one of the city's two
front end loaders, which are used to

move heavy objects such as fallen
Lees and heavy branches, are being
repainted.
Set Ralph Bratt of Campus Safety
and Security said his office received a
report of a fire at the time of the
storm around 5:15 p.m. in Hayes Hall,
but said no fire was found. He said no
injuries were reported to his office
from the University or the city.
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ATTENTION B.G. ART & DESIGN STUDENTS!!
We have a complete line of GRUM BACKER ART supplies
and after special order service for such quality brand names as
• Pickett
• Conte

• Hunt
• Eberhand-Faber
and many more !!
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Calendar discussed

Sorority rush rituals continue

by Nancy leoon
stall reporter

•y Morey Grande
staff reporter

Neal said his goal is to
complete the Mission
statement by the end of the
The beginning of work on 1S63-M academic year so it
the University Mission can be implemented by the
statement, concerns about 1984-85 year.
the summer 1964 calendar
Abo of great interest to
and spring commence- the faculty is the complex
ment were the main topics summer class schedule apof discussion at yester- proved by the Faculty Senday's Faculty Senate ate in April of 1963.
meeting.
Different colleges reDr. Arthur Neal, vice quested different lengths
chairman of the Faculty of time for summer
Senate, presented some courses.
ideas for committees that
As a result, some classes
would work on suggesting are five weeks long, some
items to be included in the eight weeks long and some
statement and asked for only four weeks, according
more suggestions from the to the official bulletin refloor. He also said sympo- leased by the University.
siums would be instituted
to gain input on items that
SENATORS expressed
should be added.
dismay at the amount of
Besides specialized com- time they had to prepare
mittees, another commit- for classes between the end
tee will be convened, which of spring semester and the
will be comprised of one start of the summer schedmember each from the ule, and others were conBoard of Trustees and cerned with the time
Board of Regents, some between summer and fall
faculty and administrative semesters. Dr. Betty Van
members, and one grad- der Smissen, chair of the
uate and one undergrad- Senate, said further study
uate student, according to would be done on the sumNeal.
mer schedule.
"They will work out a set
of priorities and complete
Faculty members also
a policy statement that will aired opinions on what can
direct University actions be done about spring comfor the future," Neal said. mmen cement.

Dr. Paul Mueller, of the
Finance and Insurance Department, said spring commencement reminded him
"more of a football rally
than a commencement.
He said people were on the
field and graduates had to
"fight their way to get to
the platform to get their
diplomas."
He said he was in favor
of splitting the commencements up into separate colleges and having them
However, Dr. Denise
Trauth, chair of the Department of Radio-Television-Film, said she
attended the Ohio State
University spring commencement, which is also
held in the football stadium, and that procedures
were orderly. "There is no
reason why it cannot be
done here, Trauth said.
DR. THOMAS ANDERSON, professor of geography, agreed with
Trautn's statement and
said Ohio State's commencement was "very efficient. I don't think it is a
question of scale, but
rather one of organization."
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thought

Onlooker! wondered
what all the ruckus was
about as they blocked their
ears while passing the sorority houses.
Girls in casual separates
stood outside sorority
houses while sorority sisters chanted cheers and
bid farewell to the rush
groups. It was a scene customary of the week prior to
classes and the first week
of classes.
The annual occasion was
formal rush, a mutual selection process between rushees (girls who want to
pledge a sorority) and sorority sisters. Rush started
Aug. 23 and ended on
pledge day. Sept 3.
According to Kim Vandervort, ■"■"i"'' of Alpha
Gamma Delta and vice
president of Panhellenic
Council and of rush, 558
girls started rush this
year. The girls were divided into 19 rush groups of
25-30.
"Over 40 more girls went
through the first rush parties mis year than last
year," Vandervort said.
One of the groups, rush
group 13, set a typical example of the experiences
encountered by rusbees.
"DID EVERYONE get a
blue rush booklet?" Deb
Lezi asked. She was one of
the three rush counselors,
orrhochis.
"Think of these booklets
as your bible," she said to
all the girls. Lezi is a member of Alpha Gamma
Delta, but none of the rho
chis were to reveal their
last names or sororities
until pledge day.
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SHE WOULD not comment specifically on the
Kappa Delta selection system because she said each
house has their own secret
ritual and no one will learn
the ritual until she becomes a member of the
bouse.
She said while appearance is considered, it is a
minor determinant in comparison to the qualities of
the rushee.
Several more girls are
eliminated through second
parties. Some are not invited back and others no
longer wish to continue.

ACCORDING TO Vandervort, formal rlsasirts
are the last series of parties given. Again, the desserts resulted in more
regrets for some girls
while others were not satisfied with the house or
houses they were invited
back to, so they dropped
out
Still others filed a suicide
vote which 1Gardner said
she placed when she
rushed.
"This means that while a
girl may receive more
than one invitation to
pledge, she only selects
one house. If the house
does not accept her bid,
she is disqualified f^ cannot pledge a sorority.
Whether the system of
bidding is fair or not will
always be an individual's
opinion.
"I think it's fair," Gardner said. "They cut yon
and you cut them."
"Sure it's fair because
it's a mutual process,"
Lezi agreed.
Natalie Corsaro, a sophomore who rushed both
this year and last year, did
not specifically r eminent
on the fairness of the voting system, but said she
was glad to have rushed a
second time.

SAY IT IN THE
CLASSIFIEDS!

•Co-sponsored by University Theatre and
The Ethnic Cultural Arts Program (ECAP)

PEPSI-COLA. DIET
PEPSI, PEPSI
FREE, MOUNTAIN
DEW

■

"This year, everyone received at least one invitation," Vandervort said.

Scripts available 322 South Hall ( Theatre Office)
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After first parties, the
i must attend a meetj to receive their invitations back to second
parties. According to Vandervort, there were some
girls who received no invitatieos back last year.

EVERYONE WELCOME
(FRESHMAN WELCOME)

CAIN'S POTATO
CHIPS

EA.

Hunttngton
Bank

Most of the girls in group
13 were sophomores who
basically agreed they were
glad to have waited a year
taorder to "get their feet
on the ground," as one put

Vandervort said second
parties are for the purpose
of studying the rnahees
more intensely.
"The girls get to know
each other on a more personal level, and more details are explained about
the chapter,* she said.
"Don't be disappointed if
you only get one invitation
back to third parties (formal desserts) because It
always happens," aha said.
"No one should attend
more than two." aha
added.

ROLES FOR MEN AND WOMEN (White, Black, Hispanic
Asian, Foreign Students, etc.)

120Z.CTN.

ICE CREAM PINTS
Chocolate,
Vanilla,
Strawberry!

Finally, the doors
opened. Sisters dad in
green and red came running to the front hall to
greet the rusbees with
cheers.

SEPTEMBER 12, 13,14
I'M - 9:00 p.m.
402 University Hall

CHIP DIP

STERLING

"IF YOU receive more
than six invitations, you
have to throw them out
You are only allowed to
attend six second parties
at the most If you receive
six or leas, you have to
attend all six," Michelle
said.
Controversy occurs with
the bidding session or the
method by which rusbees
are chosen by sorority sisters to be invited back to
the house.
According to Randi Lee
Gardner, senior and former treasurer of Kappa
Delta, each house has their
own bidding policy.
"In our house and I think
in most houses, the sister
who took the girl around
explains her (personality)
to be others and tells of all
the sisters the girl was
introduced to. Then we
take a vote," Gardner
said.
"In some houses, if Just
one person objects to a
certain girl returning, then
that is enough to not issue
her an invitation. In another house, maybe threefourths of the sisters are
needed to vote on the rushee. And in some other
bouse, it could be that just
over half the house must be
in favor of her returning,"
Gardner said.

A New Musical Revue by JOHN SCOTT
(University Playwright-in-Residence)

STERLING

QUARTS

"I'm going to wear a
sign," freshman !,**»»
Brown said. "It's going to
say, 'My major is... I'm
from... Ihve..."
The latter part of every
first party was devoted to
sUts performed by some of
the sisters. The skits demonstrated the spirit of the
house and the TWflt" of
■reek life; focuses on
friendship, teamwork and
a lasting sisterhood.

SINGERS & DANCERS
(ACTORS)
TALK1N' BOUT LOVE*

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
FROM STERLING

HOMOGENIZED, LOWFAT
CHOCOLATE MILK & ORANGE
JUICE

The excitement was apparent as the girls sat
around In the meeting
lounge sifting through
their invitations.
Michelle explained the
policy of making preferences.

HOWEVER, many girls
never make it through
rush. Some drop oat Some
are not invited back to
sororities.
"Many girls wait to be
sophomores," Vandervort
said. She added tt is hard
enough for freshmen to
adjust to being away from
home and to campus life,
so many freshmen drop
oat

"ARE YOU nervous?"
Schmieding asked one of
the girls.
"No," she answered with
her sweaty hands quivering and knees knocking.

The party lasted 45 minutes during which time the
girls chatted, and the sisters explained about the
house's philanthropy, activities and priorities.
Each rushee was matched
up with a sister, and the
two talked about the rnsbee's major, on-campus
residence, reason for rushing, hometown and academic status. Such an

aqualnting ritual was a
standard umuedme at all
12 houses.
By the time the group
approached the fourth
house, many of the
were tired of giving
vital statistics.

AUDITIONS

I

STERLING

The other two rho chia
were Karen Schmieding
and Michelle Pittro, both
members of Delta Zeta.
The rbochis were deaffiIfeted from their sororities
in order to promote the
whole greek system and
not only their individual
sororities.
were
for advising and ■
the girls through rush.
At the first rush meeting,
the girls of group 13 became acquainted with one
another and prepared for
their first party at the Alpha Chi Omega house, to
be held at 8:45 a.m. the
next day.
It was a humid and
sticky morning as the
group lined up at the front
doors of Alpha Chi Omega.
This house tour would kick
off the first series of parties, appropriately called
first parties.

When a guy or gal can get the BEST hairstyting
in town lor just $11 .50/$ 13.50 at System Seven
--or the BEST haircut w/o shampoo & styling
for only $9.50 - WHY GO ANYPLACE ELSE?!
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(nearly 3 out of 4!) REPEAT CUSTOMERS.
(So lots of people on campus ALREADY like the
way we style their hair...and so wHi you!)
And It's now easier than ever to get to System
Seven Hairstyling...RIDE THE NEW SHUTTLE BUS!
(See ad elsewhere in paper - or call 352-8516
-for more information.) FREE BUS RIDE back
to BGSU with purchase of $5 or more!
We're open 8:30-7:30 M-F.and 8-6 on Sat.
Appointments never needed, but available at
352-6516. SYSTEM SEVEN HAIRSTYUNG
(between State Liquor Store a Rink's Discount).
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FREE 2 oz trial bottle of System Seven Shampoo
or conditioner to any BGSU student, staff or
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Receptionist. NO PURCHASE REQUIREDI
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W
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Labor contract endorsed

Stokes fined

DETROIT (AP) - A
United Auto Workers panel
yesterday overwhelmingly
endorsed a new two-year
labor contract that would
put Chrysler Corp. workers a bis step closer to
parity with their counterparts at General Motors
Corp. and Ford Motor Co.
The new accord, tentatively agreed to by union
negotiators and the automaker on Labor Day,
would give Chrysler workers a $2.42-an-hour raise
over the life of the con, the UAW said. That
would put their base hourly
pay, exclusive of cost-otliving payments, at about
$12.42 when the pact expires in October 1965.
GM and Ford workers
will be making about the
same $12.42 when their
contract expires in September 1964, but any improvements the UAW
might negotiate then would
put those workers back
ahead of Chrysler's.
In addition, the UAW
said, Chrysler workers
stand to receive $1.38 in
regular cost-of-living payments during their new
contract. Ford and GM
workers would have to neSotiate their own cost-ofving formulas in a new
pact.
The union said in a letter

Police said they did not
charge him immediately
because of congressional
immunity.
Officers testified in the
trial that they saw the 58year-old Cleveland congressman driving the
wrong way on six-lane
Stokes, who vowed after highway and that he failed
his Aug. 8 conviction to a roadside sobriety test.
Stokes said on the stand
appeal the verdict, said
after the sentencing he that be had "a couple of
drinks" while waiting for a
wouldn't appeal. ''This
vote on a bill. "Yes, I was
would not be in the best
drinking," be testified.
interests of my constitu"But I was not intoxiency," he said after Mont5 ornery County Circuit cated."
In asking for a new trial,
udge William Cave imdefense attorneys argued
posed the fine.
"It's important that I get that Judge Cave's instructions to the jury were inthis matter behind me and
complete and that a juror
out of the news. It's been a
had made improper connational media event," he
tact with a police officer
said.
during the case.
But Judge Cave rejected
Stokes was ordered off
that motion, and fined
the road by police officers
last March 25 as he was
Stokes $250 plus court
costs. He added no penalty
driving home from a latenight session of Congress.
on a charge of running a
redlignt.
Prosecutors did not charge
him until three weeks
He had faced a maximum two months in jail
later, after Stokes told a
news conference that he
and $500 fine.
Cave also criticized mehad not had anything to
drink that night.
dia attention to the trial.
"The case has been tried
Stokes told reporters in
in the papers," he said.
Cleveland that news re"There has been a greater
ports of that night were a
impact on Congressman
Stokes because ot the meresult of "racism and bigotrv in the media."
dia."

ROCXVILLE, Md. (AP)
- US. Rep. Louis Stokes,
DOhio, was fined $250 on
Tuesday for driving under
the influence of alcohol after a judge denied the
House ethics committee
chairman a new trial.

to the rank and file that the
pact "will provide currrent
wage, pension and insurance rparity with Ford and
GM.'
Meanwhile, in Toronto,
the UAW and Chrysler
Canada Ltd. reached a tentative agreement on a similar pact for that country's
10,000 Chrysler workers.
Those workers, too, had
fallen behind workers at
GM and Ford because of
concessions made during
Chrysler's bleak days.
"Chrysler finally got the
message that its workers
expected and deserved a
fan- share of the compaK's record profits," the
IW said in its letter to
Chrysler workers announcing the tentative pact.
The pact was approved
overwhelmingly by voice
vote by the UAW's 170member Chrysler Council,
composed of representatives of Chrysler plants
nationwide, UAW President Owen Bieber said.
Chrysler workers fell behind GM and Ford workers
when they gave concessions to the automaker in
I960 and 1961. The company, then on the brink of
failure, lost (3.27 billion
from 1979 through 1981.
Ratification by Chrysler's 56,000 hourly and salaried workers, plus another
30,600 on indefinite layoff.

was act for Sept 13. If
approved, the agreement
would take effect Sept 1
and expire Oct. 15, 1965.
Plans for presenting the
Canadian proposal to union
members for ratification
were being worked out, the
union said.
Chrysler's current contract with the UAW expires
Jan. 14, but workers began
demanding a pay raise after the No. 3 U.S. automaker announced a record
$482.4 million profit for the
first half of 1983.
The agreement was
reached after more than
five hours of bargaining
Monday, the second round
of negotiating in six weeks
for the company and the
union. Chrysler Chairman
Lee Iacocca had called the
union Thursday, saying he
had a proposal tor the
UAW.
The agreement would
give each Chrysler worker
an average $8,625 in wage
increases over the next two
years.
Canadian workers at
GM. Ford and Chrysler are
paid slightly higher wages
In recognition of higher
inflation rates north of the
border, but the Canadians
are paid in Canadian dollars, which are now valued
at about 81 cents on the
U.S. dollar.

Attention Greeks

SIGMA CHI

The Gavel has rescheduled the
organizational meeting for
Thursday, Sept. 8, at 6 PM
At The Delta Tau Delta Fraternity
due to the weather conditions on Tues.

THIS WEEK'S RUSH DATES
SEPT. 6 - TUES. . .CADDYSHACK THEME
SEPT. 7 - WED.
CANCELLED
SEPT. 8 - THURS.
CASINO NIGHT

Work for The Gavel...It works for you!

ALL EVENTS START AT 7:30

"EX 1982-83 FRATERNITY ALL
SPORTS CHAMPS!"
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PET SHOP
Specializing in Tropical Fish and Exotic Birds
***** Back to School Specials *****

^gp
1011 S. MAIN
352-8459

Coupon.
' * 10 Gallon Tanks Only $5.99
i * All Tropical Fish Priced
Under $2.00: 2 for 1
I * 25% Off All Complete
Aquarium Set-Ups
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ALL SPORTS
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Hostages held in home
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) A bank manager and bis
wife were held hostage at
gunpoint in their home all
night by two assailants,
who Tuesday morning
robbed the suburban Gahanna office of Bank One.
The FBI said no one was
injured and the robbers got
away with an undisclosed
amount of money.
FBI agents and police
officers were looking for a
man and a woman in connection with the robbery.
Both of the bank manager's cars were missing.
Robert FederspieL an
FBI agent, said the robbers talked their way
ia$ig6e home of Darnell C.
Perkins, in the Columbus
suburb of Worthington,
about 11 p.m. Monday.

The female robber convinced the Perkins she had
car trouble.
He said the Perkinses
were held hostage all night
while their two children,
Damien, 5, and Justin, 2,
slept.
Federspiel gave this account of the incident:
Perkins and his wife,
Carmenceta, were tied up.
As morning dawned, a
baby-sitter arrived at the
house and also was tied up.
About 7:30 a.m., the female robber forced Perkins at gunpoint to drive
her to the bank in Perkins'
1963 Toyota. The other assailant stayed in the house
with the women.
When they arrived at the
bank, Perkins was forced
to open up and help the
robber get money from the
safe.

Perkins was then handcuffed to a towel rack in a
restroom and the robber
left
Worthington police said
an employee reporting for
work found Perkins and
called police.
Police and the FBI went
to the Perkins home and
found the women still
bound, but safe.
Police said the robbery
was "not the work of amateurs" and they are investigating it in connection
with the Aug. 6 robbery of
an Ohio State Bank office.
In that incident the bank
manager was abducted at
gunpoint from bis apartment
The two gunmen escaped
with what polkc called a
"large sum'' of money, but
no arrests have been made
in that robbery.

Hijacking to take place
will walk off the plane. The aircraft will be provided
officers will get an "F" in by Delta Airlines and that
anti-terrorist tactics, and four specially trained State
they'll thank heaven the Highway Patrol troopers
whole thing was practice.
will be the terrorists. Delta
SWAT training officer employees and Columbus
Jerry Roadcap said the police officers will act as
two-day exercise slated for passengers and crew.
the middle of September is
AD other participants,
part of a national FBI including high-level police
training effort to help local and FBI officials, will be
police departments and assigned the roles they
FBI units deal with hijack- would play in an actual
ings.
Officers will spend the
laments of crisis are
first day of the exercise in built into the exercise, and
a classroom, studying the the players are expected to
aircraft and assault tac- act spontaneously. Roadcap said.
tics.
''We've never had a
They will spend about 10
hours the second day nego- problem with hijackings
tiating with the "hijack- (at Port Columbus), but
ers" and going over plans there is always a potenbefore assaulting the air- tial," Roadcap said.
Roadcap said the exercraft about 11 p.m.
Roadcap said that the cise also ti intended* to help
various agencies learn how
to cooperate during a crisis.
"We want our SWAT
NtvtrstlT Activitm orurtzMM
people to face situations
they might face in real life.
The best way to do it is
practical experience,"
said David Cassens, Columbus FBI supervisor.
"There are going to be
mistakes," he said, "but
even if it comes out really
bad, it's going to be a good
Meet the directors ond
lesson for everybody."
tind out about BGSU's largest

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- An airliner v?ith more
than 100 people aboard will
be hijacked at Port Columbus Airport this month in a
test for FBI agents and
Columbus police officers.
The simulated hijacking
will prompt authorities to
call in an anti-terrorist unit
for a daring nighttime rescue. More than 50 heavily
armed FBI agents and Columbus police SWAT officers will converge on the
aircraft while negotiators
and officials stall the terrorists.
If the operation is successful, the officers will
burst into the airliner, disarm the terrorists ana rescue the hostages.
If it's a failure, the terrorists will lay down their
i weapons and the hostages
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TODAY!
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Stakes lure Ohioans to Pennsylvania lottery
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio (AP) - Pennsylvania's lucrative Lotto contest has
been luring Ohioans who otherwise
might play Ohio's smaller Lotto.
Thomas McDonough, a laid-off
crane operator from Youngstown,
was among the Ohioans in line in New
Bedford. Pa., last week for a chance
at an $18.1 million Pennsylvania Lotto
Jackpot
"I don't come too close, but I'm not
going to give up," McDonough said
about his weekly try at riches.
Joseph Bmig, owner of a gardening
store In New Bedford which sells

Pennsylvania lottery tickets, said the
store will soon open beginning at 8
a.m. on Friday to handle customers,
"95 percent from Ohio."
Walter Smith, a radio advertising
salesman from Youngstown, spent $52
on Pennsylvania Lotto tickets at Ernie's store last week.
"It's well worth it... just the opportunity," Smith said.
Faith Kraner, a ticket seller in the
New Bedford store, said Ohioans she
speaks with in the store often say they
are "very disappointed" with the
Ohio Lotto and refuse to play It.

OFFICIALS OF the Harrisburgbased Pennsylvania lottery said the
$18.1 million Jackpot In last week's
Lotto game was a record.
"Our system was really humming
Friday," lottery official Michael
Keyaer said. "We reached a time
Friday afternoon where every ticket
sold was a record."
Pennsylvania lottery officials expected holders of three winning tickets to visit the lottery's offices and
claim their shares of the record Jackpot. Pennsylvania Lotto tickets were
selling at a rate of $9,900 per second

Judge delays execution
JACKSONVILLE. Fla. (AP) - A federal Judge yesterday delayed the execution of Death Row inmate James
David Raulerson for at least 48 hours,
until 7 a.m. Friday.
VS. District Judge John H. Moore
n said he needed time to review trial
transcripts and testimony in -yesterday's bearing to decide whether to
vacate Raulerson's death sentence
for the 1975 slaying of a Jacksonville
police officer.
At the hearing, Raulerson, 33, sat
manacled at the defense table as his

attorney, Stephen Bright, quizzed the cution was set for 7 a.m. at Florida
original trial lawyer in an effort to State Prison near Starke.
prove that he gave Raulerson ineffecGraham told reporters yesterday
tive counsel.
be doubted bis warrant would be
Midway through the hearing Moore carried out
said he saw no reason to block the
No Florida Death Row inmate has
execution. "Frankly, I don't understand why we have to wait eight years been executed since John Spenkelink
to bear these issues." the Judge said. died in the electric chair May 25,1979.
Raulerson is fighting a warrant Graham has signed 61 death warrants
signed Aug. 5 by Gov. Bob Graham, *tace taking office in January 1979,
ordering his execution today for the but most have been blocked by
s. A second inmate scheduled to
1975 shooting death of Jacksonville
ly won a stay last Thursday.
policeman Michael Stewart. The exe-

Town survives
HARVEYSBURG, Ohio
(AP) - This southwestern
Ohio village had a taste of
prosperity decades ago,
when businesses dotted file
narrow roads and postcards portrayed village
settings.
But Harveysburg has
since dropped off the
beaten path, and some of
the 445 residents want to
keep it that way.
''Harveysburg is
unique," resident Chris
Leyes said, "Sometimes it
is heed to-live here because
if s small. But Oat's the
way I like it"
The village is tucked between Ohio 73 and Interstate 71 in Warren County
next to Caesar Creek State
Park. Residents have
made few concessions to
'''The'^business district"
is a half-block long on one
of only six paved streets in
the village. It includes a
grocery store, a former

school, restaurant, bar and
pool hall.
"The people here are
nice people," 79-year-old
Edith Lukens, the village's
mayor, said.
There was a time when
Harveysburg showed signs
of blooming into more of a
business center.

'byWI
Harvey - was the main
settlement on the only dirt
road between Wilmington
and WaynesvUle. It used to
have two hotels, which often were full, and 43 businesses. The tourist traffic
was so good that postcards
depicting various village
scenes were sold.
Progress took a different
road over the years, and
_ shrunk. But
the village might have a
second chance to develop if residents choose.
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during one point Friday afternoon.
Salesf or the day topped $7.2 million.
The Lotto Jackpot in both states
builds each week until there is a
winner. The minimum Jackpot in
Pennsylvania is $1 million. The minimum m Ohio is $250,000. The year-old
Pennsylvania Lotto is played twice a
week, compared with once a week in
Ohio.
In both games, players must pick
six numbers correctly out of a choice
of 40.
ANNE BLOOMBERG, director of

public information for Ohio's lottery,
said officials are aware of the lure of
the Pennsylvania game.
"The Pennsylvania lottery is a
model for us, and their success Is a
goal which we strive to attain," she
said. "Demographics do not differ
greatly between the two states. Pennsylvania has about 1 million more
residents than Ohio, but their lottery
sales come dose to doubling Ohio's/'
She said the Ohio Lotto pot has been
kept small because of unusual luck
among Ohio players.
"Their players are not having the

kind of luck Ohio players are," she
said. "Chances are something like
one in 1.8 million of winning. In the
past 35 weeks since Lotto's inception
inOhio, we've had southing like 31
winners, and each time there's a win
the pot goes back down to $250,000.
"We've exceeded $1 million on two
occasions - $1.8 in May and $1.4 million in August. We'd love to get our pot
up. The one week in August when our
pot was up to $1.4 million, our sales
were the highest ever in Ohio. Our
pool grows as people play our game."

Rights must be read
CINCINNATI (AP) - A federal appeals court ruled yesterday that even
drivers arrested on misdemeanor
charges must be read their rights
before being interrogated.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, ruling in the case of a Columbus man, said police must give
"Miranda warnings" to anyone they
take into custody - even for misdemeanor traffic offenses.
The court threw out the conviction
of Richard McCarty for driving while
intoxicated. In a 2-1 decision, the

court said McCarty was not informed
of his rights before police interrogated him in 1960, so the information
couldn't be used against him.

hamper police from on-site investigations and questioning because it applies only to cases when a person is
taken into police custody.

The appellate court based its opinion on a U.S. Supreme Court ruling
known as the Miranda decision.

McCarty was stopped March 31,
1886, on Interstate 270 near Columbus.
State Highway Patrol Trooper C.J.
Williams said McCarty's car was
weaving in and out of its lane.

The Supreme Court ruled in the
Miranda case that individuals in police custody cant be interrogated
until they are advised that they have
the right to remain silent
The court said its decision wouldn't

According to court documents, McCarty told Williams that he drank two
beers and smoked several marijuana
cigarettes before getting into the car.
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Gregg sees problems ;
turnovers hurt Bengals

Footballs slart to fly in MAC stadiums
Footballs started flying with a
flourish last weekend as most of
the nation's collegiate teams began
their gridiron slate.
For the Mid-American
Conference, it started off the
season finally reclassified as a
Division 1 football conference. Last
season, the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
dropped eight of the teams to
Division l-A status, until the
decision was reversed at the end of
the season, based on attendance
marks and the league's overall

column one
by torn hisek
sports editor

It should be an interesting year
for Bowling Green and the MAC as
the teams compete for a ticket to
California Bowl III:
IN THE FALCON CAMP: BG's
opener against Fresno State next
Saturday night will be the only
inter-conference game this season
between the MAC and the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
(PCAA). . .The game will be BG's
only contest under the lights this
season. . Although the Falcons
face Brigham Young in Provo,
Utah the following week, they will
return to Bowling Green on Sunday
night.

BYU is probably the most
glorified quarterback machine in
the country, producing Virgil
Carter, Gifford Neilsen, Marc
Wilson and Jim
McMahon. . .Neilsen, now the
back-up quarterback for the
Houston Oilers behind Archie
Manning, was the Cougar
quarterback in the last BG-BYU
game.
BG should play before its biggest
crowd of the year in Provo.
Recently expanded Cougar
Stadium seats more than 85,000
fans. . .Steve Young, BYU's all-

classifieds
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Attention

Criminal

JualMe

Stu-

American candidate at
quarterback is a great-great-great
grandson of the school's founder,
Brigham Young. The senior
quarterback is a
southpaw. . .Ninety-eight percent
of the student body at BYU is
Mormon and around 22 percent of
the students are married. It is
probably one of the most
conservative college campuses in
the country - smoking, drinking
and most other vices are strictly
prohibited on the campus.
AROUND THE MAC: Most MAC
teams fared well as the season
kicked-off last weekend. Kent State
was beaten by neighborhood rival
Akron, 13-6. But Northern Illinois
pulled the biggest upset, downing
Big Eight opponent Kansas, 3734. . .Kansas could be in for a
rough season as it has the likes of
Nebraska and Oklahoma on its'
league schedule.
"The Mouth," more commonly
referred to as Howard Cosell along
with former all-Pro players Bubba
Smith and Ben Davidson will be on
hand when Miami dedicates its'
new Fred C. Yager Stadium on Oct.
1. . .There will be three new sets of
goal posts in MAC stadiums this

BG is 0-2 against FSC, losing »28 in last year's Cal Bowl and »■«
in 1981. . .The Falcons will be
lodged at the Water Tree Inn in
Fresno, the same hotel they stayed
in during the Cal Bowl visit . .BG
beat BVU in the only meeting
between the two schools. The
Falcons won 23-21 in 1975.

nEWAflC—MFO REGARDING STOLEN FUJI ROY ALE 12 SP TAKEN
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American MarkaWig Association
Membership Drive: Sapt. 8 to Sapt
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HAIR UNLIMITED
Unisex Hair Care & Tanning Center
143 Wooster
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Ball State and MU are the only
MAC teams not to face each other
in conference play this
season. . .West Virgina, which
trounced Ohio University 55-3 last
weekend, is coached by Don
Nehlen, BG's head coach from
1968-76 and DennyStolz'
predecessor. . .NIU will be on the
road the most of any MAC team.
Seven of NIU's first nine games are
on the road.

Rush PHras Thuraday. (apt 6. 7:10.
MA Camsuni. Hotdopa and Suds.
RUSH'RUSH'RUSH'RUSHDELTA UPSH.ON
RUSH-RUSH-RUSH-RUSHTUESDAY 6 THURSDAY 7:10
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6-10 PM at tha ICE ARENA

DANCE NITEI
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DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE
AT THE BAR
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See what Mary Kay akin car > cos
mates can do tor you Cal JoAnn
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Early childhood and Elementary
Education Majors

♦
♦

Association for
Childhood Education

♦

353-3281

Welcome Back Students
*** Precision hair cut only $6.00
with this coupon ad until 9-30-83
Appointments not always necessary
Mon-Fri 9am-6pm- Sat 9am-noon
(later by appointment)
■•*— MM

Open House/Organizational
Meeting
September 12 - 7:00

070 Overman Hall
Speaker will be Joyce Mules
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SHARE APT.
2 BDRM
2
BATHRMS . AC HEAT/WATER/GAS
MCUIO M RENT -TENANT PAYS
ELEC t PR S600/SEMESTER. AVAIL NOW! 850 SIXTH ST »I0
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CRAJO.
;
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Gregg said it wasn't just one or two
players making the mistakes Sunday.
"We're still making far too many
mistakes," Gregg said. "If it's just
one guy, what you do is swish - at the
blink of an eye he's gone. Get him out.
But it's not that simple."
Tight end M.L. Harris agreed the
Bengals will have to concentrate
more if they're to move the ball
against Buffalo next Sunday in Riverfront Stadium.
"We're not making teams stop us,
we're stopping ourselves," Harris
said. "I'm not saying we're that much
better than other teams, but we would
make their jobs a lot harder if we
were executing. We're not even making defenses break a sweat."
"The breakdowns are in the mental
part of it," said offensive tackle Mike
Wilson. ''I know I'm not using the
right technique, like I'm supposed to,
like I'm coached."
Gregg seemed satisfied with his
defenses performancei After the
Raiders scored touchdowns on their
first two possessions, the defense allowed Just a pair of field goals by
Chris Bahr.
"As many times as we gave the ball
back to them, 20 points isn't that
bad," Gregg said.

spring or summer Psy rate S64/day
Cal the Co op office at 372-2451 lo
schedule sn rnterview

1071 Ubarly 70x12. $4,000 00
Cal Evan 1476-3835, alter 7 pm
cal 3527345

WRITERS-WRITERS'WRITERS
Writ ara with deilra to in«*allgata 1

1970 Maverick. 2 door sedax
$300 00 or beat offer

report current events should con-,
tact Mike: 372-0241.
Student Consatrsar Union.
DAY BARMAIO
4-8 Tuesday thru Friday
Cat 352-0737 after 4 pm
Mr Botanglet
893 S Main, Bowing Green

2 Bdrm house No pels Dap im
Avelahto irnmeoWeiy
Include stove-ret Ptl 666-2111
Wanted
Babysitter needed near
campus Approx 15 hrs. par wk Cal
352-4342.

STUDENT ACTIVIST
THE OHO PUBLIC MTEREST
Campaign rs hiring for its community
outreach stall OPtC Is working to
hold down runaway energy coots
Hours approx. 2pm-10pm Mon-Frl
Ful 6 part time aval Starting pay
S160/wk 241 9093 lor Interview

Waltaaaeavrxxika/diahwaahers. A
ome Apply In parson only. TUBS thru
Frl between 0-2. dock Restaurant.
4I2E Wooeter
.
Need money? Lite a chalenge? Turn
your spare tana into money. Groups
or individuals needed to promote
college vacation tours. For more
information cal (414)781-0455 or
wnte Designers Of Travel 4025 N
124 St.. Btookfleld. WWc 53006

362-6706
BtW Zenith portable TV. 10*1
aerean (iood condition $50 After 4
pm.352-5437
OOLF CUM* • BAG
10 rone 1 3 woods. Asking 150 00
Dave 352-3042 Oeto/o 11 pm

OO YOU WANT TO MAKE A SKeNtFICANT DIFFERENCE IN THE UVES
OF PEOPLE WHO NEED HELP? You
can by becoming a UNK volunteer
Make appacslion now-doeolne: Seplember 1201 For more Information
352-5387

HELP WANTED

Improve Memory

OpanTua*. to 4 < Fri 1-7
SI Aloysots School. 2nd floor

"We played hard. What we did is
make mistakes," Gregg said, after
reviewing films of the drubbing. "I
didn't beat them on the head with it.
At the same time, we were not very
forgiving."
Gregg s message to his" team this
week is clear: there's no room for so
many mistakes.
The Bengals turned the ball over
three times Sunday, including the
first two times they got possession.
That helped the Raiders to build a 14-0
lead and then go into a pass defense
that snuffed out the Bengal attack.
The Bengals also were penalized 8
times for 74 yards, including two
particularly costly mistakes. Linebacker Reggie Williams was called
for roughing quarterback Jim Plunkett on a third-down incompletion that
kept the Raiders' first touchdown
drive alive. Cornerback Louis Breeden was called for interference in the
end zone, setting up Los Angeles'
second score.

There were six former MAC
players on the United States
football league champion Michigan
Panthers last season. Joining BG's
Mark Miller were Central
Michigan's Ray Bentley and Novo
Bojovic, Western Michigan's Allen
Hughes, Toledo's Jeff Jackson and
EMU's John Banaszak. Banaszak
received his second championship
ring - he was formerly a defensive
end with the Pittsburgh Steelers.

H01I0AYINH-"MTV
ALL DAY ALL NS3HT
ALL THE THE!

Nasl-To-Naw Shop
Clothing • Houarnvaras pric*d low

MONDAY SEPT. 12
CALL MOW DAY OR MIGHT
The Loft Construction Company
352-3836

season - the most obvious at
Miami. But BG will have a new set,
replacing the one torn down after
last season's Eastern Michigan
game. EMU's own posts were torn
down to celebrate the end of its' 27game losing streak last year.

Precision ttgur* akatlng!
Falconatta try outs tonight
10-11:18 PM AT THE ICE ARENA

otwl hi Joining lha Human
OS nils at ml Club. Plan on mating
In ma Lrrtng Cant*. o< lha Horn. Ec
■Ida,. Waal, Sapt. 7 al /: JOpm Foe
Ml Into. Can Suaan al 38*4*37.
Saa You Tharal

CINCINNATI (AP) - Head Coach
Forrest Gregg says his Cincinnati
Bengals haven't been lacking in effort, just touchdowns.
Gregg said there was no need to
give his players a chewing out for
their performance in a 20-10 openinggame loss Sunday to the Los Angeles

2 chairs. TV table smal stool, rock
aig chaw Cal 352-2836.
►mnrty 1500 Speakers Exceiant
cond $250.00 Firm, Cal Todd 352-

FOR RENT
1 bdrm turn apt al uta pO Ideal lor
2 students $170.™ oa included
color TV 8 Cable Ph 354-3182 or
352-7366 eves
,
Apartment Available
362-6216
2 $ 1 bdrm. apts
Avseebie rmmedialery
Depoall. No Pets
352-4265, attar 5 00 pm

FOR SALE
1081 Uuatang, 2 dr., 4 apd., sunroof, AraYFM case., R. dalieatot.
GREAT condtllon After 4pm, 3541781.

Northeast Ohio Manufecturerseek
aig sophomore 8 tumor accounting
me|ors with 3 0 GPA's Starting dales

3 bdrm apt.
Ctoaeto campus
Appesncoa 1-876-7437
1 bdrm apt E Evere 8 Enterpne*
area Appaancea 1-676-7437

WHITE WATER
RAFTING
on the New River, W. Virginia
Sept. 23, 24, 25
$60/person
includes camping, transportation and
lmeal
SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE
Payment due upon sign-up
Get back lo the great outdoors with us!

Pine Manor
2 Bdrm.

$189-259

Heat 6 hoi water inci. Spacious units with extra storage,
no pets

please

1 yrs. lease

300 Napoleon Rd.

352-6335

Men.-Frl. M; Set 11-3
E.H.O.

BAiX £lPt20C¥i> SASH PiPRDCJiS tVG«4 0F1ZDC£& SAOf) E)PRO(jCS&VS

a
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ATTENTION !
ALL UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

BASE
RIPROGKS
HOMfc OF THE BAiSHCD Pt-TA-TO

B

128 W.WOOSTER-

Free Instructional Assistance
Is Available
At His UntorsHy

WRITING LABORATORY
303 Moseley Hall
372-2221

Learn How To Make
Up Your Face - Free
Merle Norman invites you
to learn the design and colors
of your own BEAUTIFUL FACE.
Our trained beauty
advisors will teach you how.
Watch for Our GRAND OPENING Ad
Next Wednesday
Win $100, $50. or $25worth of cosmetics

mQ^noRfrmn
Thr Plat* kw Ihe CrfuHom harr"

188 S. Main- Mini Mall
Phone 352-7060

fcOO »M. - 7:00 M.. MM. - fart.
8:00 |A - 5:00 fM. FI%
EAT

I&L C'M^2Y CUT- DtUVBKI
5P1SCOUKJT OXlFr^c^iSi
I*JQr ANY B^&HtD PCrr^OD, HCXICAN
tSPBUAtHY, «2- ^UBHABKie SANJDNJU.CH AMD
J^ff|Xe J*1* ^ ^$V*~ ^Al_UE OSL LESS

mrarr

moan
MU
MSMESS

+ aura.

Mu*rr
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How you can accept
the invitation
to RENEW
St. Thomas More
352-7555

